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Abstract—With the massive growth of social events in Internet, it
has become more and more difﬁcult to exactly ﬁnd and organize the
interesting events from massive social media data, which is
useful to browse, search, and monitor social events by users or
governments. To deal with this problem, we propose a novel
multi-modal social event tracking and evolution framework to not
only effectively capture multi-modal topics of social events, but
also obtain the evolutionary trends of social events and generate
effective event summary details over time. To achieve this goal,
we propose a novel multi-modal event topic model (mmETM),
which can effectively model social media documents, including
long text with related images, and learn the correlations between
textual and visual modalities to separate the visual-representative
topics and non-visual-representative topics. To apply the mmETM
model to social event tracking, we adopt an incremental learning
strategy denoted as incremental mmETM, which can obtain
informative textual and visual topics of social events over time
to help understand these events and their evolutionary trends.
To evaluate the effectiveness of our proposed algorithm, we
collect a real-world dataset to conduct various experiments. Both
qualitative and quantitative evaluations demonstrate that the
proposed mmETM algorithm performs favorably against several
state-of-the-art methods.
Index Terms—Event evolution, multi-modality, social event
tracking, social media, topic model.

I. INTRODUCTION

W

ITH THE rapid development of Internet, more and
more social media sites (e.g., Flickr, YouTube, Facebook, and Google News) have emerged. People are able to
conveniently generate and share rich social multimedia content
online. As a result, social media platforms have gathered a huge
repository of various event content information, and a popular
event that is happening around us and around the world can
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spread very fast, and there are substantial amounts of social
events with multi-modality (e.g., images, videos, and text) in
Internet.
In real-world scenarios, most of these multimedia contents
associated with social events uploaded by users are related with
some speciﬁc topics, and it is time-consuming for people to
manually identify or cluster them. For example, users may want
to know the whole theme evolutionary process of the event “Occupy Wall Street” from start to end. When they search for the
recent related event on Google News or Flickr using the search
engine to collect information given well-deﬁned queries, they
could get much information. It would be of great beneﬁt if we
could get the evolutionary trends of social events and visualize
the theme pattern over time, which is the goal of event tracking
and event evolution. Therefore, Given an event initialized with
the ﬁrst story, we need to recognize which subsequent stories
describe the same event and mine the event theme patterns and
obtain the evolution process over time, and then visualize these
automatically.
Recently, mining and monitoring social event in social media
has attracted extensive research interests, such as social event
mining [1], social event detection and tracking [2]–[5] and
event evolution [6], [7]. Different from the traditional event
tracking and evolution problems, which generally involve a
single modality such as textual information, social media data
include unstructured metadata in multiple modalities. Generally, almost all existing work focuses on either textual features
or images [8]–[10] in isolation. Limit efforts have been devoted
to analyzing these multi-modality in a uniﬁed way to model
multimedia event content. In different social media platforms,
social media events have rich multi-modal information, such as
text, images, and videos, which complement each other and are
helpful for the social event analysis [11], [12]. For example,
given the same social events, they may have different textual
information due to different users, but their visual information
may be similar. Therefore, multi-modal feature fusion is useful
for social event analysis [13]–[16]. Reuter and Cimiano [17]
use multi-modal features to model the similarity of events and
media data for their assignment. Though many multi-modal
features, such as tag, time, location or visual features, are
exploited, the importance and effectiveness of those features
[18] have not been studied in details until now. Moreover, most
of these previous methods focus on feature designing rather
than modeling the textual and visual information jointly and
ignoring the semantic relationship among multiple modalities
of social events. Thus, it is necessary and challenging to explore an effective multi-modal fusion strategy for social event
tracking and evolution analysis.
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Fig. 1. Left panel shows the related content associated with the event including
multi-modal information (e.g., images, text) in the social media platform. The
example of multi-modal topic description for modeling social event is shown in
the right panel. Here, we show the text and images for better understanding.

To deal with the above issues, many topic model methods
[19]–[21] have been proposed to explore multi-modal topics
for social event analysis. For example, Corr-LDA [19] and
mm-LDA [20] are proposed to capture the topic-level relations
between images and annotations. However, Corr-LDA and
mm-LDA assume a one-to-one correspondence between the
topics of each modality and need strong relativity between textual and visual information. These approaches are restricted to
using only short words, which typically correspond to category
labels or tags of visual objects in the images. However, richer
information in text is discarded in more realistic scenarios,
especially in most of multi-modal event documents from Flickr
or Google News. As shown in the left panel of Fig. 1, each
event document contains long text and the corresponding images, and the text and images do not satisfy the corresponding
constraints. Therefore, we cannot simply adopt the traditional
topic model methods. Moreover, as shown in the right panel
of Fig. 1, we can observe that Obama and New York can be
well described by both text and images, while economy can
only be represented by text documents. This indicates that the
dependency relationships between textual and visual modalities
like Obama and New York are semantic-representative. We
treat these topic descriptions as visual-representative topics
[22], [23] that contain clear and concrete visual counterparts.
On the other hand, some textual topic descriptions have no clear
and concrete visual correspondences, such as Economy, Polity,
Election. Such topics are non-visual-representative topics that
are properly represented by textual information and difﬁcult
to be described by visual content. With the existing topic
models, such as Corr-LDA and mm-LDA, we can only obtain
the visual-representative topic but give up the non-visual-representative topic and neglect most of the text information in
modeling social media documents. To overcome these issues,
we propose a novel topic model method (multi-modal Event
Topic Model, mmETM) to effectively fuse multi-modality
information and consider visual-representative topics and
non-visual-representative topics together.
In this paper, based on the mmETM, we propose a novel
multi-modal social event tracking and evolution framework to
obtain the evolutionary trends of social events and generate effective event summary details over time as shown in Fig. 2,
which has several modules: 1) The input is multimedia documents with time-ordered event data downloaded from Google
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News, including images and texts. Each social media document contains long text and its corresponding images. After
pre-processing, they are input into the mmETM model. 2) The
multi-modal event topic mining module is to effectively model
multi-modal social event documents, which can learn the correlations between textual and visual modalities to separate the visual-representative topics and non-visual-representative topics.
3) In multi-modal event topic visualization, we can show the
learned visual-representative topics and non-visual-representative topics, which can help understand the social events. 4) For
event tracking and evolution, we adopt an incremental learning
strategy to update the proposed mmETM model over time, denoted as incremental mmETM. In our tracking algorithm, we
need to ﬁrst initialize the mmETM model for each social event.
Then, the coming event documents will be determined to which
event in the next moment by similarity computing identiﬁcation.
Finally, event documents are assigned to the corresponding social events, and the mmETM will be updated incrementally. In
this way, we can track multi-modal social event documents over
time and show the whole evolutionary process of events with
their topics. Compared with the existing methods, the contributions of our work are fourfold, listed as follows.
1) Our multi-modal event tracking and evolution framework
is suitable for multimedia documents from various social
media platforms, which can not only effectively capture
their multi-modal topics, but also obtain the evolutionary
trends of social events and generate effective event summary details over time.
2) Our proposed mmETM model can exploit the multi-modal
property of social event, which can effectively model social media documents including long text with related images and learn the correlations between textual and visual
modalities to separate the visual-representative topics and
non-visual-representative topics.
3) We propose a novel incremental mmETM model for social
event tracking, which can obtain the whole evolutionary
process of events with textual and visual topics over time
and help understand the events.
4) We collect a large-scale dataset for research on social event
tracking with multi-modality information, and will release
it for academic use. We evaluate our proposed model and
demonstrate that it achieves much better performance than
existing methods.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section II, the
related work is reviewed. The proposed algorithm is presented
in Section III. In Section IV, we report and analyze extensive
experimental results. Finally, we conclude the paper with future
work in Section V.
II. RELATED WORK
In this Section, we brieﬂy review previous methods which
are most related to our work including event tracking and topic
model methods.
1) Social Event Detection and Tracking: With the massive
growth of social events in Internet, how to recognize and monitor social event becomes more and more challenging. A lot of
work has been done in the area of topic detection and tracking
(TDT) [18], [17], [10], [9], [24]–[28]. Most of these methods
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Fig. 2. Multi-modal event tracking and evolution framework. The input is the multi-modality data collected from Google News including images and texts. Based
on the input data, our algorithm can learn multi-modality topics and track multiple events. After tracking, for each event, it can be visualized with texts and images
over time. Meanwhile, we can mine their semantic topics.

are based on single-modality (e.g., text, images) information
or multi-modality information. In the single-modality analysis,
many existing methods adopt visual information (e.g., images
and videos) or textual information (e.g., names, time references,
locations, title, tags, and description) in isolation [10], [9] to
model event data for event detection and tracking. Diakopoulos
et al. [10] study event visualization and event analysis by
analyzing Twitter messages related to media events. Makkonen
et al. [9] extract meaningful semantic features such as names,
time references, and locations, and learn a similarity metric
based on a single clustering partition. However, social media
includes unstructured metadata in multiple modalities and
these single-modality based methods ignore the multi-modal
property of social event. Recently, social event analysis with
multi-modality has received considerable attention. Xie et
al. [6] apply hierarchical HMM models over the low-level
audio-visual features to discover spatio-temporal patterns,
latent semantic analysis to ﬁnd text clusters, and then fuse
these multi-modal tokens to discover potential story topics. Lin
et al. [29] propose a novel non-negative matrix factorization
framework by discovering multi-relational structures to model
the photo stream data including image and short tags from
social media streams. Zhang and Xu [4] propose a CO-PMHT
algorithm for cross domain multi-event tracking, which can
track events by use of cross-domain knowledge and obtain their
summary information over time. While the above methods
focus on feature design methods to calculate the similarity
of social event documents, which can improve experimental
performance, the semantic relationship and importance of those
features have not been studied in details. Different from the
above methods, we make use of the rich multi-modal contents

associated with social events, including long text information
and visual information (e.g., images), and propose a novel
topic model method based on the traditional mm-LDA model
by considering non-visual-representative topics, which can
efﬁciently model multi-modal social event documents.
2) Event Summarization: Multi-document summarization
which addresses the information overload problem has drawn
much attention in the past two decades. Gong and Liu [30]
propose a generic text summarization method that creates text
summaries by ranking and extracting sentences from the original documents. Haghighi and Vanderwende [31] present an
exploration of generative probabilistic models by utilizing a hierarchical LDA-style model to represent content speciﬁcity as a
hierarchy of topic vocabulary distributions for multi-document
summarization. Zhou et al. [32] present a novel two-layer summarization framework to summarize multiple disaster-related
documents. Wang et al. [33] propose a new multi-document
summarization framework based on sentence-level semantic
analysis and symmetric non-negative matrix factorization.
However, most existing document summarization methods
generate short summaries by selecting sentence from the text
streams and ignore the rich visual information.
3) Social Event Analysis: Sentiment analysis based on
social event content has drawn much attention in determining
sentiment from underlying text streams. Hu et al. [34] investigate whether social relations can help sentiment analysis by
proposing a sociological approach to handle noisy and short
texts for sentiment classiﬁcation. In [8], the authors consider the
problem of identifying the segments and topics of an event that
garnered praise or criticism according to aggregated Twitter
responses, and propose a ﬂexible factorization framework to
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learn factors about segments, topics, and sentiments for event
analytics via Twitter sentiment. The above methods mostly
classify sentiments of document sources of the tweets around
the event or provide insights into the event's segments and
topics through the aggregated Twitter sentiment. In this paper,
different from the traditional methods, which conduct the
sentiment analysis based on social event content, we focus on
social event tracking and evolution analysis via multi-modal
event topic model learning.
4) Topic Model: Topic models, such as Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) [35] and Probabilistic Latent Semantic Analysis
(PLSA) [36], have been widely applied to various applications
and have many extensions, such as supervised Latent Dirichlet
Allocation (SLDA) [37], dynamic latent Dirichlet allocation
and its variations [7], [38]. Blei and Lafferty [7] propose the
dynamic topic model method which uses state space models
on the natural parameters of the multinomial distributions that
represent the topics to analyze the time evolution of topics in
large document collections. AlSumait et al. [38] propose an
online LDA method, which extends the Gibbs sampling method
and utilizes it to derive hyperparameters of the topic-word
distribution at the next time slice. Hong et al. [39] propose
a time-dependent topic model for multiple text sources by
considering each text stream to have both local and shared
topics. However, the above topic model methods [7], [39]
mainly focus on how to apply the model to textual corpora and
may not be appropriate for multi-modal data in social media.
To overcome these issues, the Corr-LDA [19] is proposed to
capture the topic-level relations between images and annotations. The mm-LDA [40] considers multi-modal information,
such as users' textual annotations and visual images, and is
proposed for social relation mining. In [41], Putthividhya et al.
present a novel topic-regression multi-modal Latent Dirichlet
Allocation model (tr-mmLDA) for the task of image and video
annotation. The Corr-LDA and mm-LDA assume a one-to-one
correspondence between the topics of each modality, and the
tr-mmLDA introduces a regression module to consider the correlation between different topics. In a word, these methods need
strong relativity between the textual and visual information.
Nevertheless, in more realistic scenarios, especially in most of
multi-modal event documents from Flickr or Google News,
a lot of long textual information without the corresponding
visual information does not satisfy the constraint. To deal with
the above issues, we propose a novel topic model method
(mmETM) based on the traditional mm-LDA model by considering non-visual-representative topics, and we focus on the
multi-modal data and model multi-modal document including
long text and image to learn the correlations between the textual
and visual modalities. Different from the proposed method, in
[39], it mainly focuses on the text data mining across different
platforms and is the multi-domain extension of the special
words with background (SWB) model in [42]. While the proposed model is the multi-modal extension of the Corr-LDA [19]
and the mm-LDA [20] and is applied for social event tracking
and evolution. Moreover, the method [39] adopts the switch
variable to obtain local topics of each platform and common
topics of all platforms, while the proposed model introduces
the switch variable to obtain two types of topics by separating
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the non-visual-representative topics and visual-representative
topics in the multi-modal documents form the single platform.
For event tracking, based on the proposed mmETM model, we
adopt an incremental strategy according to traditional online
LDA method [38] to consider the temporal ordering about
event documents to incrementally update the event model.
Compared with other existing models, the proposed mmETM
can not only construct strong relativity between textual and
visual information, but also model textual information without
the corresponding visual information. Therefore, our mmETM
is much more suitable to model multi-modal social event
documents for event tracking and evolution analysis.
III. OUR PROPOSED ALGORITHM
In this Section, we ﬁrst formally deﬁne our problem of multimodal social event tracking and evolution. We then introduce
the proposed model, parameter inference, incremental parameter inference, and event tracking in details.
A. Preliminaries
An event is something that occurs at speciﬁc place and time
associated with some speciﬁc actions [43] and consists of many
stories over time. Therefore, event tracking and evolution aims
at linking together evolving and historical stories. In this paper,
our aim is to track multiple events, and obtain their evolutionary
trends and multi-modal topic patterns and generate effective
event summary details over time. To describe multi-modal social event data, we adopt the traditional bag-of-word method for
both image and text as other existing topic model methods [35],
[37], [44]. Here, a multimedia document consisting of long text
and the corresponding images is thus summarized as a pair of
vectors of word counts corresponding to visual and textual information, respectively. Speciﬁcally, an image word is denoted as
a unit-basis vector of size
with exactly one non-zero entry
representing the membership to only one word in a dictionary of
words. A text word
is similarly deﬁned for a dictionary
of size
. An image is a collection of
word occurrences
denoted by
, and the text is a collection
of
word occurrences denoted by
.
Suppose we are given a collection of social media documents
related to the same social event with a sliding windows time
, where each document consists of two components: textual
component
and visual component . Note that the two components such as
and
are not necessary to be contained.
Since the epoch is a discrete variable, we set time period for
an epoch according to the evolution time of social events.
B. Multi-Modal Event Topic Model
It is well observed that the dependency relationships between
textual and visual modalities of different semantic concepts are
different [19], [45], [46]. In most of event documents containing
long text and the corresponding images, some semantic topic
descriptions can be represented well by both textual and visual
content, and some topic descriptions are appropriately represented by textual content and have no clear visual correspondence, such as economy, history, etc. For the social event documents, we assume that the topic words are generated from two
domains, including visual-representative topic space shared by
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TABLE I
KEY NOTATIONS OF OUR PROPOSED

Fig. 3. Graphical models of the mmETM.

images and texts, where topic descriptions are generated by visual and textual content jointly; and non-visual-representative
topic space related to text domain, where topic descriptions are
generated only by textual content. To deal with the above issue,
we propose a novel multi-modal Event Topic Model(mmETM)
for social event analysis. The model can learn the correlations
between textual and visual modalities to separate the visual-representative topics and non-visual-representative topics of multimodal documents.
Table I lists the key notations of our proposed mmETM
model. In the mmETM model, a document could be a tagged
photo, or a long news with images. Fig. 3 illustrates the graphical representation of mmETM. From the ﬁgure, we can see that
the proposed model is based on the traditional mm-LDA model
by considering non-visual-representative topics, which can
effectively model multi-modal social event documents. Each
document is associated with two different topic distributions:
over topics shared between textual and visual modalities, and
over topics unique to textual modality. Each kind of topics
is probability distribution over textual or visual words. In the
model, we use binary variable to control whether the topic

MMETM

MODEL

word is generated from the visual-representative topic space
or the non-visual-representative topic space. When
or
, the topic word is generated from the visual-representative topic space or the non-visual-representative topic
space, respectively. We assume that all visual aspect words are
generated from visual-representative topic space, i.e.,
.
We omit the illustration of in the plate of visual aspect words
for simplicity. Input multimedia documents
in the epoch
, our aim is to infer the two document-topic distributions
and
, and a set of
visual-representative topics
,
and
non-visual-representative topics
. The
represents
that textual and visual information in a social event document
share the same document-speciﬁc distribution over topics while
the
includes only textual information in a social event
document. Accordingly, the generative process of mmETM for
a document with
visual words and
textual words can
be described as follows.
1) For each visual-representative topics including textual
topics
and visual topics , draw a multinomial distribution over words,
and
.
2) For each non-visual-representative topics
, draw a
multinomial distribution over words,
.
3) For each document :
• draw a binomial distribution over visual-representative topics versus non-visual-representative topics,
;
• draw a multinomial distribution over visual-representative topics,
; and
• draw a multinomial distribution over non-visual-representative topics,
.
• For each textual word
in :
• draw a binary switch
;
• if
, draw a non-visual-representative topic
assignment
;
• if
, draw a visual-representative topic assignment
; and
• draw a topic word
from speciﬁc
word distribution.
• For each visual word
in :
•
;
• draw a visual-representative topic assignment
; and
• draw a topic word
from
-speciﬁc word distribution.
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Actually, during the model learning process, we assume the
priors
distributions follow symmetric Dirichlet,
which are conjugate priors for multinomial (or Beta for
Bernoulli). Each event document has two different kinds of
features:
, which are textual and visual information,
respectively. Note that, in some event document, its textual or
visual information may miss.
C. Model Inference
Exact inference is often intractable in many topic models
and appropriate methods must be used, such as variational
inference [35] and Gibbs sampling [47]. To estimate the latent variables conditioned on the observed variables, namely
, where
is a binary
switch,
are topic assignments. We employ collapsed
Gibbs sampling method to obtain samples of latent variables
and estimate unknown parameters
in the
mmETM. In a Gibbs sampler, one iteratively samples new assignments of latent variables by drawing from the distributions
conditioned on the previous state of the model. The derivation
of update rules is detailed in the Appendix A. We list the update
rules for the latent variables
as follows:
For the switch variable

(1)

(2)
where
is the number of times that
has been sampled in document and
represents the number of times
has been sampled in ,
is the number of
that
times of a word (textual word or visual word) in document
assigned to visual-representative topic , and
denotes the
number of times a word (only textual word) in document assigned to non-visual-representative topic . For all the counts,
subscript
indicates that the th word is excluded from the
computation.
Next, when
we sample the textual topic variable

Similarly, the update rule for latent visual topic variable
of visual words is

(4)
where
is the number of times of a visual word assigned
to the visual-representative topic .
After ﬁnishing the Gibbs sampling, we can estimate the parameters
just like [47]. Therefore, we have

Algorithm 1: Online mmETM for parameter inference.
input : Dirichlet constant values:
. Event document
streams at epoch:
output: visual-representative topics
,
,
non-visual-representative topics
and
.
document-topic distributions
1 for
to do
• Initialize the priors
,
,
,
.
Obtain the prior parameters of a topic
in
visual-representative topics at epoch according
to (5),
Obtain the prior parameters of a topic
in non-visual-representative topics at epoch
according to (6).
• Initialize topic assignment,
,
randomly for all word in
,
, in
Section III-C.
• Update
,

(3)
when

,

2 end
D. Incremental Parameter Inference

where
is the number of times of a textual word assigned
to the visual-representative topic , while
is the number of
times of a textual word assigned to non-visual-representative
topic .

To track multiple events over time, we present an incremental
inference method for our proposed mmETM, that sequentially
updates the model at each epoch using the newly obtained event
documents and the parameters of the previous epoch. Since an
event consists of many stories over time, the incremental updating strategy allows our proposed mmETM model to work
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in an online mode. Our solution is motivated by the Empirical
Bayes method [38] via sampling words in the newly arrived
event documents according to the distribution represented so far
by the current model. Speciﬁcally, in the mmETM at a epoch,
the count of words in topics is used to construct priors at the
following epoch. We use the hyper-parameter as the prior observation counts on the number of times of words sampled from
a topic. Therefore, the count of words in topics, resulted from
the mmETM on event documents received at epoch , can be
used as the priors for the epoch
.
At epoch , each document
consists of two components: textual component
and visual component
, where
,
. Let
denote the corresponding evolutionary matrix of topic-word distribution
in which the columns are the topic-word counts,
generated for documents received within the time speciﬁed by
the previous epoch
. Here, the parameters of a topic in
visual-representative topics at epoch are determined by the
topic's past distribution as follows:

corresponding events at
epoch using the similarity computing identiﬁcation method. As a result, multiple events can
be tracked over time.
Next, we will introduce our event tracking algorithm in details and show how to predict a coming multi-modal social event
document. Denote the learned mmETM models for all events at
epoch as
. Here, is the number of events,
is the output values of the learned mmETM model for the
event at epoch , including document-topic distributions
. At epoch
, given a new social event multimedia document, we ﬁrst sample the topic assignments of all
tokens including text words and visual words from the learned
mmETM models,
. When the sampling is ﬁnished, we obtain the topic distribution of the new document
and use the similarity computing identiﬁcation method
to predict the label of the new document. Speciﬁcally, we predict the class label of the new event document
according
to the (7) and (8)

(5)

(8)

And, the parameters of a topic in non-visual-representative
topics at epoch are determined by the topic's past distribution
as follows:
(6)
Note that, at epoch
, the visual-representative topics
, and non-visual-representative topics
are
drawn from a Dirichlet prior, where the priors are initialized
to some constant as done in the original mmETM modeling.
We can effectively simplify the incremental parameter inference by making use of the conjugancy property of Dirichlet
and multinomial distributions. In our online topic model, by
tracking the previous event documents as prior patterns, the
main difference in this regard is that the inference problem
in our online approach is solved by using chunks of the data
instead of the whole set. An overview of the proposed online
mmETM algorithm is shown in Algorithm 1. The inputs of the
algorithm are: ﬁxed Dirichlet values, and , which are used
to initialize the priors
and , respectively, at epoch 1.
And, multimedia documents of an social event over time are
. Here, is the number of stories according to
the evolution time of social event. The outputs of the algorithm
are: generative models including visual-representative topics
, non-visual-representative topics
,
and
, and the
document-topic distributions
evolution matrices
.
E. Event Tracking
Through the incremental mmETM model learning, we can
obtain the document-topic distributions for each social event
over times. In order to track multiple events, we apply the
similarity computing identiﬁcation method into our incremental
mmETM model. Based on the learned mmETM model at
epoch, multiple event documents can be classiﬁed into their

(7)

Based on the predicted results, the mmETM models,
, at epoch
, will be updated with the event document of each event at epoch
. In our event tracking algorithm, we need to ﬁrst initialize the mmETM model for each
social event. Secondly, many coming event documents will be
determined to which class in the next moment according to (7)
and (8). Then, we can obtain the classiﬁed event documents and
update the mmETM models according to Algorithm 1. In this
way, we can track multi-modal social event documents from
multiple events over time.
IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
In this Section, we show extensive experimental results on
our collected dataset to demonstrate the effectiveness of our
model. We ﬁrst introduce dataset construction and then show
feature extraction. Finally, we give results and analysis.
A. Dataset Collection
The evaluation dataset is constructed from online social
media sources. Nowadays, there are already some public event
datasets, such as the MediaEval social event detection(SED)
[48]. However, the existing MediaEval SED dataset organized
and attended by people and illustrated by social media content
created by people does not include current hot social events. To
the best of our knowledge, there are no multi-modality social
event datasets available for social event tracking and evolution
analysis. Therefore, we collect the dataset by ourselves from
the social media websites. In order to comprehensively evaluate
our algorithm, we collect 8 different social events happened
in the past few years. For these events, we manually create
the introduction page of each event or download it from the
Wikipedia page,1 which contains the whole stories of each
event. Speciﬁcally, the timeline of the event “Senkaku Islands
1[Online].

Available: http://www.wikipedia.org
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TABLE II
ILLUSTRATION OF THE EVENT NAME, DURATION TIME, AND NUMBER OF DOCUMENTS FOR EACH EVENT IN OUR COLLECTED SOCIAL EVENT DATASET

dispute” can be manually obtained based on the content on the
page.2 We then search and download related text and its corresponding images from Google News based on the keywords
in the whole timeline of each social event. Each social media
document contains long text and its corresponding images.
The detail of our collected dataset is shown in Table II. The
collected 8 social events cover a wide range of topics including
politics, economics, military, society, and so on. For each social
event, there are about 2000 to 9000 documents with about 40 to
90 epochs. In our social event dataset, many events have time
overlap and the time horizon differs from 11 months to
years, which makes the event tracking more difﬁcult.

perplexity score indicates better performance [35]. In our case,
since each event includes many stories, we use the average perplexities over the epoches, which reﬂects the generalizability of
the model for new unseen documents. More formally, the joint
probability of a test set of documents
is calculated as
perplexity

(9)

where

B. Feature Extraction
For visual description, we extract the visual words from images at the region level instead of using low-level feature-based
visual descriptors. That is, we represent visual words based
on the regions. Previous work [49], [50] has validated that
the visual regions can model visual structures and capture
interpretable semantics, which is important for illustration
of the mined multimodal topics of social event. In our implementation, each image in the dataset is segmented into
multiple regions using rectangular grids with 3-level spatial
pyramids. Each image patch is extracted and represented as 809
dimensional feature vector consisting of color moment, edge
histogram, wavelet texture, LBP, and GIST features. Then,
we conduct clustering on all regions and apply the afﬁnity
propagation algorithm [51] to construct the visual codebook
in all datastet. By hard assignment coding of each patch, each
image can be described as the counts of the words in the
codebook. For textual description, we use stemming method
and stop words elimination and remove words with a corpus
frequency less than 15 in the whole stories of the event, and
take the commonly used vector space model to represent the
text feature.
C. Results and Analysis
In this section, we show experimental results and analysis,
which include the parameter analysis, the qualitative evaluation
of the mined visual and textual topics, and the quantitative results compared with the existing methods.
1) Topic Number Selection: In topic modeling, how to set
the topic number and in the mmETM model is not trivial.
In the experiments, we resort to the perplexity as the criterion
for topic number selection. Perplexity is a standard measure for
estimating how well one generative model ﬁts the data. A lower
2[Online].

Available: http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Senkaku_Islands_dispute

(10)
For each social event, we randomly select 10% of the documents as a held-out test data and train the model on the remaining documents. The average perplexities over the epochs of
the incremental mmETM model with different setting of topic
number
and for the event “Senkaku Islands dispute” and
“Greek protests” are shown in Figs. 4(a) and (b), respectively.
From the Fig. 4(a), we can ﬁnd that our model achieves the minimum perplexity when the topic number is set as
and
. Therefore, we set the optimal number of topic and
to 10 and 25 for the event “Senkaku Islands dispute”, respectively. Similarly, the topic and are set to 10 and 20 for the
event “Greek protests”, respectively. The topic number selection process for other social events is similar and the results are
shown in Table III. We choose the desired topic number and
as shown in Table III for the proposed model in the following
experiments. Note that, we select the same topic number for the
event tracking evaluation.
2) Qualitative Evaluation: In this section, we will qualitatively demonstrate the effectiveness of our proposed model
for social event analysis. For simplicity, we ﬁrst visualize the
learned visual-representative and non-visual-representative
topics in the ﬁrst epoch of social event in the Fig. 5, which can
validate the effectiveness of our proposed mmETM model. In
Fig. 5, we show an example of the discovered topics for the
event “United States Presidential Election” and “Occupy Wall
Street”, respectively. By providing a multi-modal information of the representative textual and visual words, it is very
intuitive to interpret the social events with each associated
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Fig. 4. Impact of different setting about topic number
dispute. (b) Greek protests.
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and

for the event “Senkaku Islands dispute” and “Greek protests”, respectively. (a) Senkaku Islands

TABLE III
SELECTED NUMBER OF TOPICS FOR EACH SOCIAL EVENT

topic. For the visualization of visual-representative and non-visual-representative topics, we present the top-ranked textual
words and visual patches for each visual-representative topic,
and the top-ranked textual words for each non-visual-representative topic, which can help interpret the property of social
events. The textual words and visual patches are sorted by the
probability
,
, respectively. In each visual-representative topic, the coupling between
and
can
indicate the correlations between the textual words and image
patches. From Fig. 5, we can see that the words of each topic
show clear interpretations, which describe one property of the
event, such as the “Obama” for “United States Presidential
Election” and the “protester” for “Occupy Wall Street”. The
visual-representative topics represented by textual words and
well relevant visual patches are meaningful and show high
consistency between semantic concepts and visual content.
In each non-visual-representative topic, the discovered topic
words represented by textual information are difﬁcult to be
described by visual content, such as the “right” for “United
States Presidential Election” and the “business” for “Occupy
Wall Street”. By mining the visual-representative and non-visual-representative topics based on the proposed mmETM
model, we can obtain informative multi-modal topic words of
events at the moment, which can be utilized for event evolution
and event visualization.
3) Quantitative Evaluation:
Experiments On Online Topic Modeling: To conduct quantitative evaluation of multi-modal topic mining, we measure the
performance of online topic modeling with the comparison of
the soft clustering quality. Moreover, to demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed model to correctly model the relationships between the two modalities, we adopt text/image

perplexity as a performance measure referred to [19], [52]. To
demonstrate the effectiveness of our mmETM model, we compare it with the existing three baseline methods:
• LDA [35]: this is a LDA-based extension by concatenating
the textual and visual features;
• correspondence LDA (Corr-LDA) [19]: this model assumes a one-to-one correspondence among the topics
of different modalities, which captures the topic-level
relations between images and text annotations; and
• mm-LDA [20]: this model extends LDA to represent the
joint distribution of images and text by using textual and
visual information jointly.
4) The Comparison of Soft Clustering Quality: The soft clustering quality method is adopted to measure the quality of identifying the topic clusters on the test set. Because the proposed
model is actually a soft clustering technique, the cluster with the
highest probability is selected as its topic cluster for each event
document including images and long text. In the experiment,
we manually build a set of true topic clusters for each event as
ground truth, where a cluster is made up of many documents that
describe common topic content. Speciﬁcally, we invite ﬁve subjects who are graduates and familiar with the studied event analysis. Each annotator is assigned three event categories. Because
it is time-consuming to label a large amount of data, we only
randomly sample 500 documents including long text and related
images for each event from the collected dataset. Each annotator manually deﬁnes some topic clusters related to each event
and labels each document. Documents that describe common
topic content are grouped into a cluster, which describes a certain topic of the event. The statistics of the built topic clusters
for each event are summarized in Table IV. We utilize the purity [53] as the evaluation metric. The purity is a standard measure of clustering quality in tradition clustering problem. For
each event, let
denote the mined topics, and
denote its manually labeled topic groups.
More formally, the purity metric is deﬁned as

Purity

(11)

is the total number of topics in the ground truth, and
where
a higher purity score means a better performance. The purity
scores of different models are shown in Fig. 6.
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Fig. 5. Illustration of samples of discovered topics for the event “Occupy Wall Street” and “United States Presidential Election” (VR represents visual-representative and NVR represents non-visual-representative topics.).

STATISTICS

TABLE IV
BUILT TOPIC CLUSTERS

OF

where

(13)

Fig. 6. Prity scores of topic identiﬁcation for different topic models on our
collected dataset. Our proposed mmETM model consistently and signiﬁcantly
outperforms other existing topic models.

5) The Comparison of Text/Image Perplexity: To effectively
measure the ability in tracking long text with correlations
between two modalities, we adopt the text/image perplexity
as a performance measure [19], [52]. Given the test image
content, we need to compute the condition probability of long
text. Speciﬁcally, the text/image perplexity of a set of testing
data is calculated as the exponential of the negative normalized
predictive log-likelihood using the training model, and it is
deﬁned as

(12)

In (12) and (13), the
represents the visual word vector and the
represents the textual word vector including
of the visual-representative topic space and
of the non-visual-representative topic space. After model training, we obtain the topictextual word distribution
and the topic-visual distribution
speciﬁc to the visual-representative topic
, and the topic-textual word distribution
speciﬁc
to the non-visual-representative topic . The
is an indicator
function, which is deﬁned as
, and
. We use the average text/image
perplexities over the epoches in each event to reﬂect the ability
of the model to correctly model relationships between the two
modalities. The lower text/image perplexity score shows better
performance, which is the same way as the evaluation of topic
number selection. The results for different models are shown in
Fig. 7.
Based on the results of the comparisons of the soft clustering
quality and text/image perplexity as shown in Figs. 6 and 7, we
can make the following conclusions.
1) The LDA shows inferior performance. This is due to the
fact that LDA models textual and visual aspect words ob-
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Fig. 7. Text/image perplexity scores for different topic models on our collected
dataset.

Fig. 8. Comparisons of runtime required to train mmETM and incremental
mmETM models for the evolution of event “Occupy Wall Street.”

scurely and cannot differentiate the associations between
textual and visual words.
2) The tr-mmLDA, Corr-LDA, and mm-LDA models achieve
better results by leveraging the information in texts and images to capture the dependencies between text words and
visual words. However, the tr-mmLDA introduces a regression module to correlate the 2 sets of topics, and the
Corr-LDA and MM-LDA assume a one-to-one correspondence between the topics of each modality. Their methods
need to satisfy strong relativity between the textual and visual information.
3) The proposed mmETM consistently and signiﬁcantly outperforms other state-of-the-art topic models. The major
reason is that our mmETM can reasonably model the correlations between two modalities more accurately by separating the visual-representative topics and non-visual-representative topics, which makes better document representations in the latent semantic space.
6) The Comparison of Efficiency: In the event tracking
and evolution step, we adopt an incremental learning strategy
to update the proposed mmETM model over time. Unlike
the proposed mmETM, our incremental mmETM is able to
identify meaningful topics with no access to the entire data.
Therefore, incremental mmETM can work in an online mode
with the event consisting of many stories over time. Also,
the incremental mmETM is generated from a small fraction
of documents, which makes our model more superior than
mmETM in terms of time and memory efﬁciency.
In Fig. 8, it shows the computational cost time required for
the incremental mmETM and the mmETM to generate the topic
model at every time instance for the event evolution. We observe
that incremental mmETM is much more efﬁcient and requires
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approximately a constant time, because the runtime is proportional to the size of documents over time while the runtime required of the mmETM is accumulative. In addition, mmETM requires the whole data to be stored for future processing, while our
incremental mmETM model stores only a metadata of the data
in current time in terms of a small number of generative models.
Experiments on Event Tracking: To evaluate different
event tracking methods, we adopt the popular mean average precision (MAP) as a metric, and manually label grough truth tracks
for all the events, which can be obtained when we download
the data by the corresponding queries. After event tracking, we
know the associated label for each document of the story. Based
on the tracking results, we can calculate the average precision
for each event. Finally, we can calculate the mean of the average
precisions of multiple events and obtain the MAP. To verify
the effectiveness of multi-modal feature fusion, we add another
comparative model which is a standard LDA-based method with
only textual feature, denoted as “LDA(Text)”. Moreover, we
also add the experiment results of the proposed method using traditional SIFT visual descriptors, denoted as “mmETM-SIFT”.
We compare our event tracking algorithm with different models
as described in Section IV-C-III-A. Note that, we apply our incremental updating strategy to implement all baseline methods.
Table V and Fig. 9 show the comparisons of different topic
models for multi-event tracking. Based on these results, we have
the following observations.
1) The LDA(Text) model with only textual feature shows inferior tracking performance. This shows multi-modal feature fusion is useful for social event tracking. And, the
LDA model shows much worse tracking performance than
other multi-modal topic models. This is due to its incapability of learning the latent association relationships between textual and visual topics in modeling multi-modal
event document.
2) The tr-mmLDA, Corr-LDA and mm-LDA models achieve
better tracking results. In the multi-modal event tracking,
the tr-mmLDA, Corr-LDA and mm-LDA are effective to
capture the intrinsic relationships between text words and
visual words. However, the correlations between the textual
and visual modalities of different semantic concepts are different, especially long text with the corresponding images,
which causes these models have limited performance.
3) Our proposed mmETM consistently outperforms other
existing state-of-the-art topic models, which is consistent
with the experimental results of online topic modeling in
Section IV-C-III-A. We can also see that our proposed
mmETM-SIFT and mmETM achieve the better than other
models, and mmETM based on the region level shows
slightly better performance than based on the SIFT visual
descriptors. This is because the proposed model can not
only construct strong relativity between textual and visual
information, but also be able to model textual information
without the corresponding visual information. Therefore,
our mmETM is much more suitable for multi-modal social
event analysis.
Table V also presents the computational cost time of different models in the event tracking step. We can observe that our
proposed mmETM model obtains higher accuracy with almost
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TABLE V
MEAN AVERAGE PRECISION ON EVENT DATASET FOR DIFFERENT MODELS

In order to sample from the joint distribution using Gibbs sampling, we need to obtain the full condition posterior distribution
, where
denotes all sampled latent variables
. We ﬁrst derive the variable of .
Canceling factors that do not depend on , and following the
deﬁnition of conditional probability, we have

Fig. 9. Accuracy of different event tracking methods on our collected dataset.
Compared with the existing methods, our mmETM achieves the best.

same time as Corr-LDA and mm-LDA. Based on the results,
LDA(Text) costs the least time, because it uses only textual feature and ignores the visual feature. In a word, the experimental
results demonstrate the effectiveness of our proposed model for
multiple event tracking with multi-modality information.

(15)
Firstly, we derive the ﬁrst component of (15). For the numerator, since
is generated from a Bernoulli distribution
whose Beta parameters are , and the Beta is the conjugate prior
of Bernoulli, we could solve the Bernoulli-Beta integral using
Gibbs sampling. Speciﬁcally

V. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we propose a novel multi-modal social event
tracking and evolution framework to obtain the evolutionary
trends of social events and generate effective event summary
details over time. Our proposed mmETM can model the multimodal property of social event and learn the correlations between textual and visual modalities to separate the visual-representative topics and non-visual-representative topics. To apply
this model for social event tracking, we adopt an effective incremental updating strategy. We have conducted experiments on
our collected dataset and extensive results have demonstrated
that our model outperforms all other existing models. In the
future, we will investigate more tasks under this framework,
such as event summarization and event attribute mining in social media. Also, we tend to explore whether the tracking performance can be improved by considering different domains, such
as, Flickr, Google News, YouTube.
APPENDIX
DERIVATION OF MULTI-MODAL EVENT TOPIC MODEL

(16)
where,
is gamma function with the parameters and
,
is the number of times that
has been sampled in
represents the number of times that
document and
has been sampled in .
Next, we apply the (16) to obtain the ﬁrst fraction of (15)

Now we can get when

(17)
(18)

Similarly, when

The generative process corresponds to the following joint distribution of the hidden and observed variables on the whole
dataset

(14)

(19)
Now we turn to the second fraction of (15). Speciﬁcally, as
is a multinomial distribution with the variable ,
and
are conjugate pair of Multinomial-Dirichlet,
we can obtain when

(20)
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Accordingly, the second fraction of (15) can be written as
(21)
Finally, by combining (18), we have when

(22)
Similarly, we have when

(23)
The (4) can be derived analogously.
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